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ABSTRACT
During the early 90’s, workflow technologies were the only ones to offer a transversal integration capacity to the enterprise applications. However, formalisms proposed for workflow specifications were almost systematically activity oriented. Most of the usual modeling formalisms, as well as standards defined by WfMC, are all based on organizational and operational concepts. Consequently, resulting process definitions have the advantage to be easily transformable in executable code but the disadvantage of being prescriptive and rigid. More recent works highlight requirements in term of flexible and adaptive workflows, whose execution can evolve according to situations that cannot always be prescribed. This paper presents the state of the art for flexible workflow management systems and criteria for comparing them. It also introduces a conceptual framework for flexible business process modeling.

INTRODUCTION
In all management challenges, information systems should be continuously adapted to changing business practices and needs. This can be achieved by developing process-centric solutions. The paradigm of ‘Business Process Management’ stresses the importance of integrating entire processes rather than simply integrating data or applications [6]. The process-oriented business management requires appropriate concepts to design business processes and their supporting IS. The aim is to define and control the organizational structures in a flexible way so they can rapidly evolve according to changing conditions.

Since the beginning of the application of the Business Process Reengineering [13] as a management method for transforming organizations, Workflow Management Systems (WFMS) have often been positioned as an appropriate technological solution to satisfy the objectives set by this management method. Workflow technologies allow integrating process islands at a high level so that they can collaboratively provide business solutions that each individual application is unable to provide. However commercial workflow solutions offer only limited evolution facilities.

The objective of the research in progress is measure the capacity of the studied modeling formalisms to represent various types of business processes and to support their evolution.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses some limits of the current workflow technologies which offer an automated support to the enactment of business processes. Section 3 presents a survey on flexible workflow modeling. Section 4 gives an overview of our conceptual framework which allows us to describe the invariants (or the minimal definition) of business processes before specifying the manner of making them operational in particular organizational contexts.

AUTOMATED SUPPORT FOR DEFINING AND EXECUTING BUSINESS PROCESSES
Business processes can be roughly classified into two categories. The first concerns well-defined and -often- repetitive processes having important coordination and automation needs. The second category concerns ill-defined processes. The essential preoccupation with the latter is the information and knowledge sharing between the actors implied in the processes more than the coordination of their tasks. For many organizations, well-defined and ill-defined processes coexist and must be handled in the final business model [25].

According to [38], a process definition is “the representation of a business process in a form that supports automated manipulation, such as modelling or enactment by a WFMS. The process definition consists of a network of activities and their relationships, criteria to indicate the start and termination of the process, and information about the individual activities, such as participants performing them, IT applications supporting them, etc”. This definition corresponds to a prescriptive process model in the sense that “how things must/should/could be done” should be pre-defined before the enactment of the process definition. By opposition, a descriptive process model aims at recording and providing a trace of what happens during the business process [12]. Several classifications have been proposed for workflow applications. The commonly used divides them into four classes, depending on the nature of the business processes they support and the value these processes have for the enterprise [2]:

- Production workflows involve repetitive and predictable business processes. They implement the core processes of the enterprise and incorporate accesses to various information systems. They form the closest category to the existing commercial WFMS solutions and the generic workflow product structure adopted by WfMC [38].
- Administrative workflows involve repetitive, predictable processes with simple task coordination rules and do not concern the core processes of the enterprise.
- Ad hoc workflows have no predefined structure. Workflow support is limited to communication mechanisms to route case data between workers and possibly some support for logging and state tracking. They are created to deal with exceptions, or where there is no set pattern for moving information among people. The coordination of the activities is controlled by human participants.
- Collaborative workflows, unlike the other categories, includes iterative tasks over the same step until some form of agreement has been made. It seems very difficult to model such a process using classical WFMS since it is impossible to predefine the steps to follow. Most of the co-ordination is done by human participants.

Most of the existing workflow modelling formalisms are prescriptive ones. In terms of automated support for executing business process
models, commercial WFMS and the underlying control flow models are useful for well-defined and repetitive processes (production and administrative). Nevertheless, they cannot be used for ill-defined business processes (ad hoc and collaborative) neither to deal with the dynamic modification of well-defined ones.

Few WFMSs (InConcert, Ensemble and TeamWARE flow) allow creating and modifying workflow models (process definitions) during their execution. Each workflow instance has a private process model and the problems rising from the modification of workflow models is thus avoided. InConcert allows also initiating an empty process model. It supports the definition of workflow models by “discovering”, i.e. by induction from process instances [34].

A SURVEY ON FLEXIBLE WORKFLOW MODELING AND EXECUTING

We studied several approaches proposed in the literature to deal with workflow flexibility and adaptability. Among multiple criteria we identified for comparison purposes, we present here only a subset of them: nature of the flexibility, formalism and flexibility techniques.

According to [37], WFMS may be characterized as providing support in three functional areas: Build-time functions, Run-time control functions and Run-time interactions with human users and IT application tools. The study of the literature allowed us to distinguish principally two kinds of flexibility depending on the capacity of dealing with change which might be incorporated in process definitions during build-time or run-time. Figure 1 illustrates the relationships between these functional areas. It also situates the capacity of any WFMS to implement the flexibility, in this well known schema of the W/M/C.

Flexibility a posteriori or by adaptation allows to adapt (modify) the process definition or some of its instances during their execution. Approaches which offer only this kind of flexibility are based on prescriptive modeling formalisms. It could be considered that the resulting process definitions are not really flexible but rather adaptive or evolutionary. In fact, these approaches can not anticipate the capacity to change during the build-time. This is the most usual case found in the literature [5], [7-9], [14-16], [19-24], [28], [31], [32], [33], [35], [36]. Descriptive process definitions are well adapted to specify business processes which require high degree of control and prediction and for which the need for change remains an exception. This concerns production workflows.

Flexibility a priori or by selection is based on modeling formalisms which offer the capacity to deal with the environmental change without any evolution of process definitions. This means that this capacity should be incorporated in process definitions during build-time. The process definition should be specified in a sufficiently flexible way so that it will yield under the influence of the environment without breaking. Accordingly, the workflow enactment service should be able to execute ‘incomplete’ specifications of process definitions. Therefore the enactment service depends on the user decisions for the selection of a process component (dynamic construction of the process instance) [21]: an execution path among several possible; a behavior to associate to a process component (actor, activity, resource …); a way-of-performing an activity [11]. The approach proposed in [21] is based on dynamic construction of instances by selecting components in a library. It offers only ‘a priori’ flexibility.

These two techniques are not mutually exclusive. Both are applied in [1], [8], [10], [11], [14], [16], [19], [22], [30]. For approaches using ‘a priori’ flexibility, it is recommended to offer the possibility of adapting a process instance when a not anticipated event happens and the system can not deal with it using its ‘a priori’ flexibility capacities.

The formalism defines the set of concepts allowing specifying process definitions.

An activity-oriented formalism allows prescribing the activities to be performed and their relationships regarding control and data flows which are pre-defined. This is the most usual specification formalism [1], [5], [7-9], [14-16], [19-24], [28], [31-33], [35], [36]. A product-oriented formalism stresses the business objects handled during the execution of the process, their flow among workflow activities [30], [34].

A decision-oriented formalism considers that users are ‘knowledgeable’ on those business processes which can not be entirely pre-defined using control flows among activities [10], [11]. Accordingly, he/she can select an alternative path during the enactment of the process instance or decide about the operations to perform to meet his/hers responsibilities.

An intention-oriented formalism allows addressing the essential question regarding business processes, “why”, and to define alternative organizational solutions for a given business objective [30]. It permits also to develop user-oriented systems [29].

Flexibility techniques are meaningful for ‘a priori’ flexibility only. These techniques allow implementing descriptive process definitions which could be refined during the execution.

Late binding: process definition elements are considered as objects which behavior is defined during process execution [8], [11], [14], [16], [19], [21], [30]. This includes the association of activities to their most adequate implementation [10], [19], the selection of the resource better satisfying a given criteria or the selection of the best suitable actor for carrying out an activity according to some constraints [22].

Late modeling: some elements of the process definition are left open to innovation and creativity of process participants, especially in situations where the corresponding specifications can not be well identified during build-time [1], [10], [11], [30]. Some activities can be declared as mandatory while some others could be omitted during execution. It is also possible to specify activities and to leave to the participants the freedom of selecting the most appropriate precedence relationships during the execution of a process instance [19]. In [20], a participant can select the best implementation for an activity which was initially specified as a goal to be achieved. If none of existing ways of performing is appropriate, it is possible to dynamically create a new one.

In [19], several behaviors can be associated to an activity. It is also possible to not execute an activity which was declared as optional. The approach adopts late modeling in a controlled way, i.e. activities are specified but participants can modify their execution order. The approach presented in [14] allows selecting the behavior associated to a given activity in a dynamic way. If none of the predefined behaviors satisfies the current situation, it is possible to modify the workflow instance.
The case handling: This paradigm was proposed in [34] for supporting knowledge-intensive business processes. It offers a good balance between the data-centered approaches of the 80's and the process-centered approaches of the 90's. Data and processes are not separated as in traditional WFMSs. Case handling focuses on what can be made rather than on what should be made. It leaves thus freedom to the participants of a process instance in a controlled way. The ‘next’ activity to be carried out is defined by the state of the process instance rather than by a predefined control flow. In this sense, the underlying modeling formalism is product oriented.

In [17], authors propose a way of processing flexible workflows based on a state driven view. This view focuses on changes that each activity introduces in order to move the process closer to its desired final state (i.e. to its goal). A process is considered as a trajectory in the space of its possible states. The process control is regulated by a set of activity planning rules classified into three categories: obligations, recommendations and prohibitions.

A CONCEPTUAL MODELING FRAMEWORK FOR FLEXIBLE BUSINESS PROCESSES

In order to deal with a wide range of business processes, we proposed in [25] a conceptual modeling framework offering at one hand the rigor necessary for modeling well-defined business processes, and at the other hand, the flexibility and adaptability required for ill-defined business processes. Let us remind that our vision of any organization is structured according to three layers of concern. The objectives of the organization are achieved by implementing enterprise processes whose are themselves supported by enterprise information systems. The two first layers focus on intentional and organizational aspects of the enterprise, i.e. the business objectives and how they are achieved through the co-operation of enterprise actors handling enterprise objects. The third layer focuses on system aspects i.e., application components that will support the processes and the actors of the enterprise.

The purpose of the enterprise objectives layer is to provide the intentional definition of business processes. The Map formalism used at this layer is intention-oriented. Business process definitions are described in terms of intentions to be achieved and strategies to be followed. A business map is a labelled directed graph with intentions as nodes and strategies as edges between intentions. It consists of a number of sections each of which is a triplet < source intention I_i, target intention I_j, strategy S_j >.

A business intention expresses what the enterprise wants to achieve disregarding the considerations about who, when and where. A strategy is an approach, a manner to achieve an intention. The strategy, as part of the triplet < I_i, I_j, S_j > characterizes the flow from I_i to I_j and the way I_j can be achieved. The specific manner in which an intention can be achieved is captured in a section of the map. The business map contains a finite number of paths from Start to Stop; each of them is a Business Process Model. Therefore the map is a multi-model. A business map constitutes a strategic business plan. The approach suggests a dynamic construction of the actual path by navigating in the business map.

The Map formalism is also decision-oriented thanks to the navigation guidelines and their associated choice criteria. In fact, a major advantage of the proposed approach is the systematic way of dealing with enterprise modeling in terms of knowledge modeling used with a process guidance framework. A guideline has a signature defined as a pair <situation, intention>. A situation is a part of the product it makes sense to make a decision on. It indicates when the guideline can be applied [4].

The Map formalism provides a refinement mechanism allowing describing some complex parts of a business map in refined maps in lower levels of abstraction. Finally, non refined maps might be operationalized in the enterprise processes layer to capture organizational and operational properties of the business processes. The representation formalisms used at the organizational level might be classical activity-oriented modeling formalisms for production (or even administrative) workflows.

Product-oriented formalisms are required for collaborative or ad-hoc workflows.

The Map formalism provides ‘a priori’ flexibility since the navigation will be dynamically performed during the execution. It is also possible to modify a business map during its execution. The model offers thus also ‘a posteriori’ flexibility. The evolution can concern intentions, strategies or the order of the execution of the intentions. The approach allows late binding and late modeling. Indeed, the choice of the business process chunk to be executed for the achievement of an intention is done during the execution of the business map. It is also possible to leave certain strategies open to later specifications (during the execution of the process).

The conceptual modeling framework described in [25] gives us the ability to describe, initially, the invariants of the organization in terms of objectives and strategies before specifying the manner of making them operational in a particular organizational situation. Similar goal-driven modeling perspectives can be found in a number of approaches such as [26], [3], [39], [27]. The concern is to establish a close relationship between the ‘Whys’ and the ‘Whats’.

CONCLUSION

A clear representation of the business objectives simplifies the comprehension of the organizational changes and the evolution of the business model which results from these changes. The conceptual modeling framework which is overviewed in the previous section is useful for flexible workflow modeling. The formalism offers the ability to represent in the same process definition the well-structured process chunks as well as ill-structured or ad hoc ones. The framework is based on intentional modeling (why and what) of business processes before their organizational specifications (who, where and when). The purpose of the Map formalism is to define an integration layer for islands of business process chunks. The formalism offers the advantage of being able to represent in the same process model the well-structured process chunks as well as ill-structured or ad hoc ones.

The intentional view of the business represents the enterprise from the point of view of its objectives disregarding the considerations of the operational level. In fact, this view should be completed with the realization conditions of these objectives, i.e. taking in consideration the organizational and operational choices.

Our future work consists to formally define the concept of ‘situation’ used in the navigation guidelines of the Map formalism, and to extend the formalism with the concepts of (i) ‘product’ -resulting from the process execution- and (ii) ‘product state’. Our aim is to tightly associate the intention concept of the Map formalism to the product state obtained by the fulfillment of this intention, describing thus more precisely the evolution of the status of a process during its execution.
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